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Cains. 

This invention relates to and has for its pri 
Inary purpose, the provision of a novel and highly 
efficient die Stamping press which is Superior to 
preSSes heretofore used in point of increased pro 
duction and an appreciable saving in labor, time 
and cost of operation, also reliability and per 
formance, by reason of causing the work to be 
transferred by the female dies, instead of man 
ually, from one set of male and female dies to 
another and progressively throughout a series of 
Such Sets of simultaneously operated dies of 
differing characteristics as to size and form, in 
accordance With my invention. 
Another purpose of the invention is to provide 

a press for forming metal articles of elongated 
size, wherein the Work is successively formed in 
a plurality of progressive stages by a series of 
sets of die members, for gradually drawing the 
metal into final form, and in which the female 
dies are Simultaneously actuated to perform a 
drawing operation and temporarily retain the 
work after drawing, are shifted and operated to 
transfer the Work to adjacent male dies (the 
Completed work from the female die of the final 
die being discharged from the machine), and are 
then returned to their original position for an 
other simultaneous drawing operation. Thus, 
each blank will be successively drawn and par 

(C. 113-46) 
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Another purpose of my invention is to pro 
vide an improved press of the character de 
scribed, in which an appreciable economy of con 
struction, operation and production is brought 
about by arranging and operating female draw 
ing dies and cooperating male dies or punches 
so that in the normal operation of the press it . 
is only necessary to simultaneously raise the 
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tially formed at different stages for the produc 
tion of an article of desired shape and size and 
then discharged from the finishing set of dies at 
the same time the incompleted work of each of 
the other sets is transferred to the male die of 
the set next adjacent thereto, as aforesaid. 
A further purpose is to provide a press of the 35 

character described wherein the operator feeds 
the work or blank only to the first set of dies, the 
other Work feeding operations to successive dies 
being 2,000mplished in a predetermined series of 
steps by the shifting of the female dies them - 40 
Selves. 
An additional purpose of the invention is to 

provide a press of the character described which 
is particularly designed for drawing objects of 
tubular or hollow cross section of the type re 
quiring one or more redraw operations in addi 
tion to the first drawing operation. In this con 
nection, it is important to note that I have built 
and successfully operated a press of the char 

corresponding female dies of each set above the 
mating male dies or punches of said sets suffi 
ciently to clear said punches and permit the 
female dies with the work supported therein to 
be shifted for transferring the work to the male 
dies of adjacent sets, as hereinbefore pointed out; 
as compared to drawing dies heretofore used 
wherein it is necessary to separate the dies from 
the punches a distance greater than the length 
of the work in order to manually or otherwise 
remove.the work and likewise replace it on an 
other male die for redrawing. 
My invention, therefore, comprehends the pro 

vision of a press embodying a plurality of sets of 
drawing dies preferably arranged with the male 
die members or punches spaced apart and fixed 
to a suitable base or bed while the female die 
members are correspondingly spaced in like 
center to center relation on a shiftable carriage 
mounted for horizontal reciprocation upon a ran 
member which is vertically movable relative to 
said bed, the flat blanks or discs of metal being 
fed one at a time to the initial die set and auto 
matically transferred by the female dies, pro 
gressively, from set to set during the drawing 
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acter described, wich has drawn, hundreds of 50 
thousands of aluminum articles of tubular cross 
Section requiring ten sets of dies and a like num 
ber of drawing operations per article, with great 
er efficacy and at a lower cost than heretofore 
pOSsible in the art. 55 

cycle, to be ultimately knocked out of the final 
female die and discharged from the press. 
With the foregoing and other objects in view, 

my invention consists in the particular construc 
tion or combination and relative arrangement of 
the parts and elements as shown in the accom 
panying drawings, described in the following 
specification and finally defined in the claims 
hereto appended. It is to be understood that 
minor changes as to size, proportion and ar 
rangement of parts and elements of the inven 
tion may be made as required without departing 
from the spirit and scope of the invention as set 
forth in the claims hereof. - 

In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a fragmentary front elevation of a 

press embodying my invention, in part Schematic; 
Fig. 2 is a fragmentary rear elevation of the 

press shown in Fig. 1, also partly schematic; 
Fig. 3 is a fragmentary left end elevation of the 

press shown in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 4 is a schematic fragmentary view par 



2 
tially in section showing the plurality of sets of 
die members ready for Simultaneous Operation 
with a flat blank on the punch of the first set of 
dies for initial drawing thereof, and with partially 
drawn work positioned on the remaining punches 
ready to be redrawn; 

Fig. 5 is a schematic view similar to Fig. 4, but 
showing the die members and work in their re 
lative positions at the end of a drawing stroke. 

Fig. 6 is a schematic view similar to Fig. 4, but 
ShOWing the upper or female die members shifted 
to the left of the position shown in Figs. 4 and 5, 
for transferring the work of each set of dies to the 
male or lower die next adjacent thereto, the work 
pieces being shown in dotted lines to indicate their 
position while retained in the upper dies, and in 
full lines to indicate the action of the knock-out 
means to effect said transfer: 

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary view partly in section 
of one of the dies, showing the manner in which 
an upper die retains the work after stamping, 
whereby the work may be transferred; and 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary view partly in section 
through one set of dies and the work showing the 
manner in which the drawing operation takes 
place. 
There is shown in the accompanying drawings, 

for the purpose of illustrating one embodiment 
of my invention, a multiple die press for making 
articles of tubular cross section but it is to be 
understood and it will be apparent from the fol 
lowing description that my invention may be 
embodied in dither types of presses and dies. 
As here shown, the press bed is provided with 

a bolster 2 and die shoe 3 on which a plurality of 
male die members or punches 4 are affixed in 
upright position for cooperation with a series of 
female die members 5 supported on a die shoe 6 
carried by a laterally slidable carriage 7 mounted 
On a ram member 8 guided by the press end frame 
portions 9,9. The male and female die members 
and 5, respectively, are laterally spaced apart 

correspondingly in rows for initially engaging a 
blank and thereafter successively engaging the 
partially formed articles throughout a progressing : 
Series of cycles to and including the final die set. 
Each of these sets is of a different size and ob 
viously may, if desired, he made to change the 
shape or form of the work. In the present case, 
the die sets are successively reduced in diameter 
from right to left, as viewed in Fig. 1. The first 
Set of dies A at the right end of the row per 
forms the initial drawing operation on the blank 
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C which is fed thereto manually, but of course 
may be machine fed if desired. The last set B 
at the end of the row finishes the particular prod 
lict of the press, and a set of dies B (Fig. 4) per 
forms an intermediate drawing operation. The 
number of sets of dies B' between the sets A and 
B can be varied to meet the requirements of a 
given Stamping job. Thus, the sets of dies are 
designed to collectively form a tubular article of 
given size or form, but it is apparent that any 
dies, which by their collective effect on a given 
blank will produce a given-shaped article, could 
be used within the concept of my invention. 

It will be noted that all of the dies 5 have main 
cavities 5a and all except the initial die 5 have 
countercavities 5b, into which cavities the par 
tially formed pieces of work E. extend, and into 
which countercavities the skirts r of rings R ex 
tend When the punches 4 and dies 5 are positioned 
as shown in Fig. 5. Also, the rings R may be 
urged upwardly toward the dies 5 as by compres 
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2,377,097 
sion springs r" or pressure influenced pistons R' 
as ShoWn in Fig. 6. 
When the drawing stroke occurs, the work flows 

out or is guided by the pressure rings R as the 
female dies descend in relation to the punches , 
as clearly seen in Fig. 8. 
There is friction between the drawn work and 

the female dies 5 as well as between the drawn 
work and the punches 4, and the tensioned rings 
R are adapted upon retraction of the female dies 
5 to strip the work from the punches 4 So that 
such work may be retained by the female dies 
5 for transfer to a succeeding forming position. 

In carrying out my invention, any conventional 
or suitable means can be employed for effecting 
operation of the press in the following manner: 
With the press loaded as shown in Fig. 4 SO 

that the first set of dies A contains a blank C 
in position to be initially drawn, the successive 
sets B', B loaded with partially formed work E, 
the ram 8 is actuated by rods 0, 0 associated 
with conventional power cylinders and conven 
tional and/or suitable control means therefor (not 
shown) to simultaneously effect the down Of 
working stroke of the female dies 5, as indicated 
in Fig. 8, until at the end of the stroke, as shown 
in Fig. 5, the forming operation of each set is 
completed, the stroke of the dies 5 being equal 
but each set of dies producing work of a different 
diameter and length. As here shown, but, three 
reductions are simultaneously made, but I have 
successfully operated a press having ten sets of 
dies and making a like number of reductions per 
simultaneous working stroke of the dies. After 
the completion of the down stroke, the ram 8 is 
actuated to lift the dies 5 with the work retained 
therein to the position shown by the dotted lines 
in Fig. 6 and full lines in Fig. 7, until the dies are 
sufficiently raised, say A2 inch or less above the 
male die members or punches 4, to permit of 
shifting of the female dies 5. This up stroke is 
followed by a lateral shifting of the carriage 1 
on the ram 8 to the position shown in Figs. 1, 2 
and 6, whereby the dies 5 and the work therein 
are positioned to permit of the transfer of the 
work of the starting set A to the male die or 
punch 4 of the intermeditae set B' and So on 
with the die 5 of each set advancing the work for 
deposit onto the male die of the next set, the die 
5 of finishing set B at this time disposing the 
finished Work F to the left Of its associated male 
die in position to be discharged from the press 
onto a chute G, as shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 6. 
The carriage is limited in the aforemen 

tioned movement on the ram 8 by the engage 
ment of a lug on said carriage with the end 
of a threaded and adjustable stop 2 mounted 
On the front of Said rail. The movement of the 
carriage in the opposite direction is limited by 
the engagement of the lug with the end of 
a similar threaded stop 3, as will appear more 
fully hereinafter. 

Following the shifting of the carriage 7 toward 
the left, as viewed in Fig. 1, a work ejecting or 
knock-out means K operates for commonly eject 
ing or stripping the work from the female die 
members 5, whereby the work E will gravitate 
into position overlying the punches 4 and be 
supported as shown in full lines in Fig. 6, by 
the yieldable work holding or pressure rings R, 
the finished work F. gravitating from the press 
onto a take-off chute G. The knock-out means 
K is then retracted. 
When this transfer and ejection of the work 

has taken place, the carriage 7 is returned to 
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its initial position with the dies 5 positioned as 
shown in Fig. 4, the operator feeding a fresh 
blank into position, thereby placing the press in 
readiness for another forming operation, which 
operation follows the return movement of the 
carriage 7 and dies 5. The return movement of 
the carriage on the ram 8 is limited by the 
engagement of the lug with the end of the 
stop 3. 
Inasmuch as this invention primarily embraces 

a new arrangement and mode of operation of 
Sets of dies for the purposes hereinbefore stated, 
rather than a particular press, the accompany 
ing drawings show such arrangement and mode 
of operation in detail, but illustrate only dia 
grammatically the operating mechanisms and 
other elements of the press, and only to such 
extent as deemed necessary to fully show how 
the invention may be carried out. The oper 
ating mechanisms, may be controlled by any suit 
able means, so long as the cycle of operation 
aforedescribed is carried out. Thus, the ram 
8 is but partly shown and may include the rods 
or plungers fe, shown in Figs. 1 and 2, which 
are operated by hydraulic cylinders, not shown, 
to effect their up and down strokes and which 
cylinders obviously can be controlled by any suit 
able hydraulic cylinder control means, also not 
shown, within the skill of the art. 
The horizontal reciprocation of the carriage 

7 on the ram 8, within the limits determined 
by the stops 2 and 3, may be effected by means 
of a cylinder 2 (Fig. 2) fixed to and movable 
With the carriage i and containing a piston 2 
lmounted upon a hollow rod 8 suitably fixed on 
the back of the ram 8 by mountings 24, 24. Op 

3 
and 6. This ejected work, save the finished work 
F, will drop onto the male die members 4 in 
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erating fluid under pressure for effecting move , 
ment of the carriage 7 toward the right, as 
viewed in Fig. 2, is admitted into the cylinder 
2 through the right end of the hollow rod 8, said 
fluid being supplied by line f7. This fluid passes 
through an opening 39 in the rod f8 formed 
adjacent one side of the piston 20 in the cylin 
der 2. Inasmuch as the piston 20 and rod 
8 are fixed, fluid entering the cylinder 2 through 

the opening 39 will cause the cylinder to move 
to the right in Fig. 2, so as to shift the carriage 
7 and dies 5 correspondingly into the position 
shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 6, whereby the Work in 
each female die 5 will be positioned to the left 
of its companion male die or punch 4, as viewed 
in Figs. 1 and 6, and over the male die or punch 
of the next set to the left, save for the finished 
Work F in the die of the finishing set B, which 
work is positioned to drop into chute G upon 
ejection by the strippers or knock-outs K, the 
operating mechanism of which will now be de 
Scribed. 

After the carriage 7 and dies 5 have been 
shifted to the left, as shown in Figs. 1 and 6, 
fluid under pressure is admitted into a cylin 
der 25 fixed on the ran 8, from pipe 26 (Fig. 1) . 
so as to shift the piston 27 to the right and like 
Wise move a rack 28 connected With the piston 
and extending from opposite ends of the cylin 
der. This rack operates pinions 29 journalled 
on the ram and which mesh with vertical racks 
30 on a horizontal knock-out operating head 
3 vertically slidable on the ram. These pin 
ions are rotated counterclockwise as seen in Fig. 
1, and the racks 30 and the head 3 will be 
forced downwardly so that the knock-out rods 
32 which may be connected or engaged to said 
head in any suitable manner Will nove doWill 
Wardly and eject the work as shown in Figs. 1. 
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readiness for redrawing thereof as hereinbefore 
pointed out, the finished work being discharged 
onto chute G as seen in Figs. 1, 2 and 6. 
As the knock-out or ejecting operation is com 

pleted, fluid under pressure is admitted into the 
cylinder 25 through the pipe 35 so that the rack 
28 moves to the left (Fig. 1) and thereby rotates 
the pinions 29 clockwise whereby to raise the 
racks 30, knock-out head 34 and knock-out rods 
32, the latter assuming the position shown in 
dotted lines in Fig. 6. Manifestly, the fluid for 
actuating the piston 27 may be admitted and 
exhausted from the cylinder 25 through the pipes 
26 and 35 by any conventional and/or suit 
able hydraulic cylinder control means (not 
shown). 
At the completion of the up or return stroke 

of the knock-out mechanism fluid under pres 
sure is admitted through line 38 (Fig. 2), fixed 
hollow rod 8, outlet (9 in said rod, and thence 
into the cylinder 21 on the carriage 7, whereby 
to move the cylinder 2f to the left, as viewed 
in Fig. 2, until the lug engages the stop 3, 
and thereby return the carriage and dies 5 to 
their starting position shown in Fig. 4. Here 
again, it will be manifest that the fluid admitted 
and exhausted from the cylinder 2f through the 
lines it and 38 to effect reciprocation of the 
carriage T may be controlled by any conven 
tional and/or suitable hydraulic cylinder con 
trol means (not shown). 

Before the carriage T and dies 5 are returned 
to starting position, the operator feeds a blank to 
the initial die or punch member 4 of the set 
of dies A, as a foresaid, and therefore when the 
carriage 7 and said dies complete the return 
shift they are in proper position to effect an 
other down or drawing stroke so as to simul 
taneously draw the blank and redraw the par 
tially drawn work upon downward movement of 
the ran 8, as aforedescribed. 
This application is a continuation-in-part of 

an application filed by me on the 2nd day of 
August, 1940, Serial No. 349,679. w 

I claim the following: 
1. In a press for performing a series of drawing 

operations whereby a blank is drawn into a de 
sired shape, the combination of: a stationary 
bed, a plurality of punches fixedly mounted in a 
row on said bed, a ram slidably mounted above 
said bed for vertical movement, a carriage slid 
ably mounted on said ram for horizontal move 
ment, a plurality of dies fixedly mounted on said 
carriage corresponding in number and comple 
mentary in character to said respective punches 
and having the same center to center spacing 
and alignment as the punches and adapted to 
retain the drawn work therein, said, carriage 
having one limit of horizontal movement at which 
said dies are vertically aligned with their com 
plementary punches, and another limit at which 
all but the last of said dies are vertically aligned 
with the next adjacent punches progressively in 
the series, means to vertically reciprocate said 
ram when said dies are aligned with their com 
plementary punches for simultaneously perform 
ing a plurality of drawing operations, and means 
in association with said dies to strip the drawn 
work from said dies to deposit it on the progres 
sively adjacent punches when said dies are 
aligned with said punches. 

2. In a press for performing a series of drawing 
operations whereby a blank is drawn into a de 



4. 
sired shape, the combination of: a stationary bed, 
a plurality of punches fixedly mounted in a row 
on said bed, a ram slidably mounted above said 
bed for vertical movement, a carriage slidably 
mounted on said ram for horizontal movement, a 
plurality of dies fixedly mounted on said carriage 
corresponding in number and complementary in 
character to said respective punches and having 
the same center to center spacing and alignment 
as the punches and adapted to retain the drawn 
work therein, said carriage having One limit of 
horizontal movement at Which said dies are wer 
tically aligned with their complementary punch 
es, and another limit at which all but the last of 
said dies are vertically aligned With the next 
adjacent punches progressively in the series, 
means to vertically reciprocate said ram when 
said dies are aligned with their complementary 
punches for simultaneously performing a plural 
ity of drawing operations, yieldably mounted 
pressure rings on said punches to receive the Work 
when stripped from the dies, to yield upon ad 
vance of said dies, and to strip the drawn Work 
as said dies are withdrawn whereby said work is 
retained in the dies, and means in association 
with said dies to strip the drawn work from said 
dies to deposit it on the progressively adjacent 
punches when said dies are aligned with Such 
punches. 

3. In a press for performing a series of drawing. 
operations whereby a blank is drawn into a tubu 
lar shape, the combination of: a stationary bed, 
a plurality of punches fixedly mounted in a row 
on said bed, a ram slidably mounted above Said 
bed for vertical movement, a carriage Slidably 
mounted on said ram for horizontal movement, 
a plurality of dies fixedly mounted on said car 
riage corresponding in number and complemen 
tary in character to said respective punches and 
having the same center to center Spacing and 
alignment as the punches and adapted to retain 
the drawn work therein, said carriage having One 
limit of horizontal movement at which said dies 
are vertically aligned with their complementary 
punches, and another limit at which all but the 
last of said dies are vertically aligned with the 
next adjacent punches progressively in the Series, 
means to vertically reciprocate said ram when 
said dies are aligned with their complementary 
punches for simultaneously performing a plu 
rality of drawing operations, means. On Said 
punches to strip the drawn work as Said dies are 
withdrawn whereby said work is retained in the 
dies, and strippers extendable through said dies 
to strip the drawn work from said dies to deposit 
it on the progressively adjacent punches when 
said dies are aligned with such punches. 

4. In a press for performing a series of draw 
ing operations whereby a blank is drawn into a 
tubular shape, the combination of: a stationary 
bed, a plurality of punches fixedly mounted in a 
row on said bed, a ram slidably mounted above 
said bed for vertical movement, a carriage slid 
ably mounted on said ram for horizontal move 
ment, a plurality of dies fixedly mounted on said 
carriage corresponding in number and comple 
mentary in character to said respective punches 
and having the same center to center Spacing and 
alignment as the punches and adapted to retain 
the drawn Work therein, said carriage having One 
limit of horizontal movement at which Said dies 
are vertically aligned with their complementary 
punches, and another limit at which all but the 
last of said dies are vertically aligned with the 
next adjacent punches progressively in the series, 
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means to vertically reciprocate Said ram when 
Said dies are aligned With their complementary 
punches for simultaneously performing a plural 
ity of drawing operations, yieldably mounted 
pressure rings on said punches to receive the 
Work when stripped from the dies, to yield upon 
advance of said dies, and to strip the drawn Work 
as said dies are withdrawn whereby said work is 
retained in the dies, and strippers extendable 
through said dies to strip the drawn Work from 
said dies to deposit it on the progressively adja 
cent punches when said dies are aligned With 
Such punches. 

5. In a press for performing a series of draw 
ing operations whereby a blank is drawn into a 
tubular shape by drawing operations which pro 
gressively reduce the diameter of said blank Ol' 
work, the combination of: a stationary bed, a 
plurality of punches of progressively reduced di 
ameters fixedly mounted in alignment on said 
bed, a ram slidably mounted above said bed for 
vertical movement, a carriage slidably mounted 
on said ram for horizontal movement, a plural 
ity of dies fixedly mounted on said carriage cor 
responding in number and complementary in 
character to said respective punches and having 
the same center to center spacing and alignment 
as the punches and adapted to retain the drawn 
work therein, said carriage having one limit of 
horizontal movement at Which Said dies are Wei 
tically aligned with their complementary 
punches, and another limit at which all but the 
last of said dies are vertically aligned with the 
next adjacent punches progressively in the Se 
ries, means to vertically reciprocate said ran 
when said dies are aligned with their comple 
mentary punches for simultaneously perform 
ing a plurality of drawing operations, means On 
said punches to strip the drawn Work as said dies 
are withdrawn whereby said work is retained in 
the dies, and means in association with Said dies 
to strip the drawn work from said dies to deposit 
it on the progressively adjacent punches When 
said dies are aligned with such punches. 

6. In a press for performing a series of draw 
ing operations whereby a blank is drawn into a 
tubular shape, the combination of: a stationary 
bed, a plurality of punches fixedly mounted in a 
row on said bed, a ram slidably mounted above 
said bed for vertical movement, a carriage slid 
ably mounted on said ram for horizontal move 
ment, a plurality of dies fixedly mounted on said 
carriage corresponding in number and comple 
mentary in character to said respective punches 
and having the same center to center spacing 
and alignment as the punches and adapted to 
retain the drawn work therein, said carriage hav 
ing one limit of horizontal movement at which 
said dies are vertically aligned with their com 
plementary punches, and another limit at which 
all but the last of said dies are verically aligned 
With the next adjacent punches progressively in 
the Series and Said last die is disposed at a deliv 
ery position progressively adjacent the final 
punch of the series, means to vertically recipro 
cate said ram when said dies are aligned with 
their complementary punches for simultaneous 
ly performing a plurality of drawing operations, 
means on said punches to strip the drawn work 
as said dies are withdrawn whereby said work is 
retained in the dies, and means in association 
with said dies to strip the drawn work from said 
dies to deposit it on the progressively adjacent 
punches When Said dies are aligned with said 
punches, 
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7. In a press for performing a series of dra W 

ing operations whereby a blank is drawn into a 
tubular shape by drawing operations which pro 
gressively reduce the diameter of said blank or 
Work, the combination Of: a Stationary bed, a 
plurality of punches of progressively reduced di. 
ameters fixedly mounted in alignment on said 
bed, a ram slidably mounted above said bed for 
vertical movement, a carriage slidably mounted 
On said ran for horizontal movement, a plurality 
of dies fixedly mounted on said carriage corre 
SpOnding in number and complementary in char 
acter to said respective punches and having the 
same center to center spacing and alignment as 
the punches and adapted to retain the drawn 
work therein, said carriage having one limit of 
horizontal movement at which said dies are 'ver 
tically aligned with their complementary 
punches, and another limit at which all but the 
last of Said dies are vertically aligned with the 
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next adjacent punches progressively in the se- - - 
ries, means to Vertically reciprocate said ram 
When said dies are aligned with their comple 
mentary punches for simultaneously performing 
a plurality of drawing operations, yieldably 
mounted preSSure rings on said punches to re- . . 
ceive the work when stripped from the dies, to 
yield upon advance of said dies, and to strip the 
drawn work as said dies are withdrawn whereby 
Said Work is retained in the dies, and strippers 
extendable through said dies to strip the drawn 
Work from Said dies to deposit it on the progres 
Sively adjacent punches when said dies are 
aligned with such punches. 

8. A press of the character described compris 
ing: a frame including a bed, a plurality of punch 
and die initS mounted on said frame, a ram ver 
tically, slidable on the frame, a carriage horizon 
tally slidable on the ram, the punches of said 
units beingfixed to the bed of the frame and the 
dies being Supported on said carriage, said units 
being uniformly spaced apart with the dies and 
punches thereof arranged in horizontal rows, 
means for moving the carriage and the dies car 
ried thereby to an extent of the center to center 
distance between adjacent dies while the ram is 
at rest at its uppermost limit of movement for 
shifting all of the dies simultaneously between 
normal positions of registration with their com 
plementary punches to positions of registration 
With the next succeeding punches and vice versa, 
Whereby pieces of Work are operated upon by an 
initial punch and die unit and are then trans 
ferred to succeeding punch and die units pro 
gressively for successive operations and following 
Operation by a final unit are discharged from the 
preSS, and means for vertically reciprocating the 
ran and the carriage for extending and retract 
ing the dies to and from operative engagement 
With the Work and the associated punches. 

9. A press of the character described in claim 
8 including: tensioned work supporting rings as 
Sociated with and yieldable relative to the 
punches, One of said rings initially receiving a 
blank and the remaining rings receiving partial 
ly formed work of progressively decreasing di 
ameter and gradually increasing depth. 

10. A preSS of the character described in claim 
8 including: tensioned work supporting means 
associated with and yieldable relative to the 
punches, the tensioned work supporting means 
aSSociated with the first punch in the row initial 
ly receiving a blank and the remaining ten 
Sioned Work supporting means receiving par 
tially formed work of progressively decreasing 
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5 
diameter and gradually increasing depth, Said 
dies having cavities and counter-cavities sub 
stantially corresponding in diameter to the ex 
ternal dimension of the work formed in given 
operations and the internal dimension of the 
work as formed in the immediately preceding 
operations, respectively. 

11. A press of the character described in claim 
8 including: tensioned rings associated with and 
yieldable relative to the punches for receiving 
and supporting the pieces of work as they are 
advanced progressively from unit to unit in the 
press and operative for stripping the pieces of 
work from the punches subsequent to forming 
operations, whereby said pieces of work are re 
tained in the dies for advancement and deposit 
upon succeeding rings of the series. 

i2. A press of the character described in claim 
8 including: tensioned rings associated With and 
yieldable relative to the punches for receiving 
and supporting the pieces of work as they pro 
gress from one unit to a Succeeding unit and 
are operative for stripping the pieces of work 
from the punches subsequent to forming opera 
tions, whereby said pieces of work are retained 
in the dies for deposit upon succeeding rings of 
the series, and means associated with the dies 
engageable With and for ejecting the pieces of 
Work therefron for deposit upon the next Suc 
ceeding punches. 

13. A preSS Of the character described in clain 
8 including: means carried by Said carriage and 
by said ram for limiting the movement of the 
carriage in opposite directions. 

14. A preSS of the character described in claim 
8 including: means associated with the punches 
for Stripping the Work therefrom at the comple 
tion of each Operation. Whereby the pieces of 
work are retained in the associated dies, means 
including individual ejectors carried by the sev 
eral dies, and common engaging means for ef 
fecting their operation in the discharge of the 
pieces of work therefron. 

15. A press for performing a series of draw 
ing operations upon a blank to convert said blank 
into an article of desired shape, comprising: a 
stationary bed, a plurality of die members fixedly 
mounted in a Straight row upon said bed, a ram 
above Said bed, means slidably guiding said ram 
for vertical movement in a fixed path toward 
and away from Said dies, a carriage slidably 
mounted upon said ram for horizontal recipro 
Cating movement thereon, a plurality of dies fix 
edly mounted in a straight row upon said car 
riage and being complementary in character to 
said respective first-mentioned dies and having 
the Sane center to center spacing and align 
ment as said first-mentioned dies, said carriage 
having one limit of horizontal movement in 
which the dies carried thereby are vertically 
aligned with their complementary dies on said 
bed, and another limit of movement in which 
all dies except the last die on said carriage are 
vertically aligned with the next adjacent die 
On Said bed, and Stop means constraining the 
movement of Said carriage to said aforemen 
tioned two limits. 

16. A press for performing a series of drawing 
operations upon a blank to convert said blank 
into an article of desired shape, comprising: a 
Stationary bed, a plurality of male die members 
of progressively decreasing size fixedly mounted 
in a straight row upon said bed, a ram slidably 
mounted above said bed for vertical movement 
toward and away from said male dies, a carriage 



6 
slidably mounted upon said ram for horizontal 
reciprocating movement thereon, a plurality of 
female dies fixedly mounted in a straight roW 
upon said carriage and being complementary in 
character to said respective male dies and hav 
ing the same center to center Spacing, said car 
riage having One limit of horizontal movement 
in which said female dies are vertically aligned 
With their complementary male dies, and an 
other limit of movement in which all but the last 
of said female dies are vertically aligned with 
the next adjacent male die progressively in the 
Series, and stop means on Said ram constraining 
the movement of Said carriage to said afore 
mentioned two limits. 

17. A press for performing a series of draw 
ing operations upon a blank to convert said 
flat blank into an elongated hollow article of 
desired shape, comprising: a stationary bed, a 
plurality of male die members of progressively 
decreasing Size fixedly mounted in a straight row 
upon said bed, a ram slidably mounted above said 
bed for Vertical movement to Ward and away 
from said male dies, a carriage slidably mounted 
upon said ran for horizontal reciprocating move 
ment thereon, a plurality of female dies fixedly 
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mounted in a straight row upon Said carriage 
and being complementary in character to Said 
respective male dies and having the same cen 
ter to center spacing, said carriage having one 
limit of horizontal movement in which said fe 
male dies are vertically aligned with their com 
plementary male dies, and another limit of 
movement in which all female dies except the 
female die Smallest in size are vertically aligned 
with the next adjacent male die progressively 
in the Series, stop means constraining the move 
ment of Said carriage to said aforementioned 
tWO limits, said female dies being adapted to 
retain the drawn Work therein and to transfer 
the same upon movement of said carriage from 
said one limit of movement to said other limit 
of movement, and knock-out means for strip 
ping the drawn Work from all of Said female dies 
When Said carriage is in a position correspond 
ing to said other limit of movement, to deposit 
the incompletely drawn Work upon the under 
lying male dies, the completely drawn Work in 
said female die of Smallest size being stripped 
for discharge from the press. 

KENNETH. T. NORRIS. 


